Utility of adaptive strategy and adaptive design for biomarker-facilitated patient selection in pharmacogenomic or pharmacogenetic clinical development program.
In the early to late phases of conventional clinical trials, improvement of disease status at study baseline is the anchor of an effective treatment measured by therapeutic response. These population-based clinical trials do not formally account for disease-associated marker genotype or genome-associated therapeutic response. We discuss alternative study designs in pharmacogenomic or pharmacogenetic clinical trials for genomic or genetic biomarker development, and for formally assessing the clinical utility of genomic or genetic (composite) biomarkers. A two-stage adaptive strategy from completed, ongoing or prospectively planned pharmacogenomic or pharmacogenetic clinical trials is described for development of a genomic or genetic biomarker. We present two types of adaptive design: (1) the genomic biomarker is developed external to the clinical trial, which is designed for treatment effect inference; and (2) first-stage data are used to explore a genomic biomarker, but statistical inference of treatment effect in the genomically or genetically defined biomarker subset is only performed at the second stage of the same trial. When the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in all randomized patients and the genomic patient subset are prospectively specified, we compare the statistical power between fixed and adaptive designs. We also compare the two types of adaptive design. Results from simulation studies showed that adaptive design is more powerful than fixed design for those genomic or genetic biomarkers whose clinical utility is predictive of treatment effect. Pursuit of adaptive design gains at least 20% to more than 30% genomic patient subset power when the genomic biomarker status is readily usable at study initiation, in comparison to when it is explored using the first-stage data of the same clinical trial. In exploratory studies, adaptive strategy provides wide flexibility in the process of genomic or genetic biomarker development. In contrast, an adaptive design trial that employs limited flexibility, and is an adequate and well-controlled investigation, has a greater power gain than a fixed design trial, in which the genomic biomarker is capable of predicting treatment effects that pertain only to the prespecified genomic or genetic patient subset.